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To determine the failure mechanism and erosion characteristics of an ion accelerator system due to
erosion by charge-exchange ions a test was performed in which a 30-cm-diameter, 2-grid ion
accelerator system was tested to failure. The erosion rate of the accelerator grid was artificially
enhanced by performing this test at a vacuum chamber pressure of 3.5x10-3 Pa and by operating the
engine with an accelerator grid voltage of -500 V. The accelerator system failed when material that
was sputter deposited on to the screen grid from the accelerator grid formed a flake which shorted
the grids together. Post test inspection indicated that the accelerator grid was also close to
structural failure at the time this short occurred. Analyses indicate the grid may have lost as much
as 62 g at the time of failure relative to its pristine condition. Operation at the relatively high
vacuum chamber pressure used in this test appears to have broadened the radial mass loss profile
relative to the radial ion beam current density profile. To a large extent, the charge-exchange
erosion appears to remain within the "pits & grooves" pattern that is established in short term tests.
The erosion characteristics observed in this test, however, imply significantly shorter accelerator
grid life times than some extrapolations given in the literature. Finally, the test suggests that
structural failure is probably not the most likely first failure mechanism for the accelerator grid.

Introduction The useful life of the accelerator grid is limited by
sputter erosion of the grid material by charge-exchange ions.

The life-limiting component for state-of-the-art, xenon- These ions are created by charge-exchange collisions
fed, gridded ion engines is currently believed to be the between positive ions accelerated from the thruster and
accelerator grid of the ion accelerator system. The neutral propellant atoms in the inter-grid region or outside
conventional accelerator system under development by of the engine. The collisions result in fast moving neutral
NASA 1 for the 30-cm diameter ion engine consists of two atoms and slow moving ions. Depending on where these
closely-spaced, dished molybdenum electrodes. The collisions take place these slow moving positive ions may be
upstream electrode, called the screen grid, is typically 0.38 attracted back to the negative accelerator grid where they
mm thick and contains approximately 15,000 circular holes, will strike it with a maximum energy in electron volts equal
1.9 mm in diameter, resulting in a physical open area to the negative potential applied to the grid.
fraction of approximately 0.67. The accelerator grid, which The neutral propellant atoms which participate in these
is the downstream grid as indicated in Fig. 1, may be up to charge-exchange collisions may originate as propellant
60% thicker than the screen grid. It is typically fabricated which escaped from the engine unionized or they may be
with holes that are smaller in diameter than those in the part of the background gas in the vacuum test chamber due
screen grid, resulting in a lower open area fraction. The to the finite pumping speed of the facility. In space the only
accelerator grid is maintained several hundred volts negative atoms present will be those which escape from the engine
of neutralizer common to both focus the ion beamlets unionized (either through the grid apertures or from the
through the accelerator system and to prevent electrons neutralizer cathode). The effect of a non-zero background
emitted by the neutralizer cathode from "backstreaming" to pressure in vacuum chamber tests can artificially shorten the
the positive high voltage engine, useful life of the accelerator grid by a substantial amount by

increasing the production rate of charge-exchange ions.
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of an ion engine operated on xenon with a two-grid microns) by the total thruster operating time at 5.5 kW of
accelerator system is only 900 hours .2 906 hours to get 84 microns/khr. Assuming this rate is

The dearth of long term test data, together with constant with time, the model predicts a time to structural
projected mission-dictated engine life requirements of failure for the 360-micron thick grid used in this test of
10,000 hours or more, have necessitated the extrapolation of 4300 hours (as stated in Ref. [2]) under the conditions of the
short term test data by at least an order of magnitude in test. The predicted lifetime of 4300 hours under the ground
order to estimate the useful engine life. This procedure is test conditions is a factor of 4.7 times longer than the actual
inherently inaccurate and estimates of accelerator grid life test duration at 5.5 kW. Reference [2] also stated that 17.2 g
can easily vary by more than a factor of two depending on of material had been removed from the accelerator grid as a
the assumptions used to make this lengthy extrapolation. result of erosion by charge-exchange ions over the course of
For example, the accelerator grid life is estimated in Ref. [2] the 906 hours of operation at 5.5 kW and an additional 51
to be greater than 11,500 hours for the NASA 30-cm engine hours at a variety of throttled conditions resulting in an
operated on xenon in space at 5.5 kW. Using different average erosion rate of 18.0 g/khr. Assuming this mass loss
assumptions we deterministically calculate the time to rate is constant with time and multiplying it by 4.3 khr (the
structural failure of the accelerator grid to be approximately calculated time to structural failure) suggests that when the
4600 hours in space. This difference in estimated grid life grid fails it will have lost approximately 77 g of material.
arises primarily from the use of different assumptions The key assumption in this model is that the linear
regarding how to extrapolate the grid erosion pattern to erosion rate in the groove midway between the pits is
structural failure. constant with time. The key predictions are that the grid

To determine the long-term behavior of the accelerator will fail structurally at 4300 hours and that when it fails it
grid erosion pattern and to identify the failure mechanism of will have lost 77 g. The assumption of a constant linear
the accelerator grid due to charge-exchange ion erosion, a groove erosion rate is the simplest assumption to make, but
test was conducted in which a 30-cm-dia. ion engine was it may lead to a substantial over estimation of the accelerator
intentionally operated until the accelerator grid failed. The grid life. The accelerator grid test-to-failure described in
results from this test-to-failure also formed the basis for the this paper provides sufficient information to test the validity
erosion model used in the probabilistic assessment of the of this model by examining both the assumption of constant
accelerator grid life described in Ref. [3] linear erosion rate and the prediction of the total mass loss

In this test-to-failure the accelerator grid erosion rate at structural failure.
was artificially increased by performing the test at an
elevated vacuum chamber pressure of 3.9x10-3 Pa (3x10-5 Proposed Accelerator Grid Erosion Model
torr) and by operating with an accelerator grid voltage of -
500 volts. Krypton was used instead of xenon in order to An alternative accelerator grid erosion model is based
reduce the cost of performing the test. on the assumption that the accelerator grid erosion takes

place only in the "pits & grooves" regions even when the
Accelerator Grid Erosion Models grid is close to structural failure. It also assumes that the

mass removal rate from the grid is constant with time. In
A simple model was used in Ref. [2] to extrapolate the this model, the time to structural failure of the grid is

accelerator grid erosion observed at the end of 960 hours of determined by the time it takes to remove all of the grid
operation in order to predict the time to structural failure of mass within the pits & grooves pattern at the location on the
the grid. Charge-exchange erosion normally results in a grid where the ion current density is the highest. To
"pits & grooves" pattern on the downstream face of the determine this mass we start by calculating the total mass of
accelerator grid as shown in Fig. 2. The pits are formed at the accelerator grid webbing, ma,
the locations which are equidistant from the centers of any
three grid apertures. The groves are straight channels which
connect the pits along the grid webbing. In the locations ma = Erb ap(l-<(a), (1)
where erosion occurs, the erosion rate is the highest in the
pits and lowest midway between the pits along the grooves, where rb is the radius of the active grid area, ta is the grid
Very little erosion appears to take place outside of this "pits thickness, p is the density of the grid material and pa is
& grooves" pattern.n the model of Ref. [Patterson ] te minimm the physical open area fraction of the grid when new. The

In the model of Ref. [Patterson-1990] the minimum
mass of the grid webbing which would be eroded if the pits

groove erosion depth (i.e., the erosion depth in the groove at grooes wee erode ompl y the grid
e t e te p) w m a t & grooves pattern were to erode completely through the gridthe midpoint between the pits) was measured at the center over the entire active area is given byregion of the accelerator grid. An erosion rate was then

calculated by dividing this erosion depth (which was 76
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2 Apparatus and Procedure
me = xr taP(1- a), (2)

Vacuum Test Facility

where a is the fraction of the grid webbing area covered by
the pits & grooves erosion pattern as shown in Fig. 2. The The accelerator grid test-to-failure was performed in a
distribution of mass removal, however, is s not uniform ver 2.4-m diameter by 5-m long stainless steel vacuum chamber.distribution of mass removal, however, is not uniform over The chamber is equipped with two 0.81-r dia, oil diffusion
the grid because the distribution of ion current to the grid is T he c hamber s  w th tw o  8 1-m d i a o i l d i ff us io n

non-uniform, being typically peaked on the centerline of the pumps and one 1.2-m dia. oil diffusion pump. Laboratory
thruster. Consequently, the accelerator grid will fail power supplies were used for all engine start-up and
structurally when the total mass removed is less than me . operating functions. Propellant flow rate control was
Defining the accelerator grid current flatness parameter, accomplished using a precision pressure regulator and three
as the ratio of peak to average accelerator grid current micrometer valves (one each for the main flow into the
density, then structural failure of the accelerator grid will discharge chamber, the flow through the discharge chamber
occur when the following amount of grid mass is removed, cathode, and the flow through the neutralizer cathode). The

micrometer valves were set to give the desired flow rates at
the regulated pressure and then functioned as fixed flow

S2 .restrictors throughout the test. The vacuum facility and ion
mfail = b btap(1-a) afa. (3) engine operation were monitored by computer and with the

capability to safely shutdown the engine or the engine and

This equation implies that the accelerator grid fails the facility if a fault is detected. The primary beam target
structurally when the pits & grooves erosion pattern erodes w a s a w ed g e d shaped structure cov e red in grafoil in order to

completely through the grid at the location of highest ion r educ e t he a m ount of material back sputtered to the engine.2

current density. The back sputtered material was recorded by glass slides

For the molybdenum grid of Ref. [Patterson-1990], rb = placed next to the thruster during the test-to-failure.

142.5 mm, <pa = 0.24. In addition, a value of a = 0.4 is
estimated for this grid from photographs provided by NASA
LeRC]. 4  Assuming fa is equal to the beam flatness --
parameter, which is estimated to be 0.5, results in the The test-to-failure was performed using a 30-cmparameter, which is estimated to be 0.5, results in the diameter, i-series thruster5 which had been substantially
estimation that accelerator grid failure will occur when fail modified to first operate on inert gas rather thad been mercsubstantially
= 38 g. This is considerably less than the 77 g estimated modfied to first operate on inert gas rather than mercury,
above. For the operating conditions of Ref. [2] the and subsequently to make it functionally closer to a ring-
accelerator grid erosion rate was 18.0 g/khr. Thus, this cusp magnetic field configuration. The modified
model predicts that the accelerator grid would have failed in configuration is compared to the J-Series thruster in Fig. 3.
approximately 2t100 hours under the test conditions. An Alnico-5 ring magnet was added to the back plate of the

Adjusting the material removal rate for conditions thruster. The cathode pole piece was modified to eliminate
A expected in space b reducing the accelerator grid the baffle and baffle support structure. A multiorificeexpected in space by reducing the accelerator grid cathode6 was used for the main discharge chamber cathode.

impingement current to 0.25% of the beam current results in sed or the ain dischare
a predicted accelerator grid life in space of 4600 hours. This The cylindrcal aode was shortened by removing

approximately 30 mm from the downstream end. A secondassumes that the both the eroded area fraction, a, and the aod e electrode wa ae the stream end A seonanode electrode was added to the upstream end of theaccelerator grid current flatness parameter,, are the sameaccelerator grid current flatness parameterfa, are the same discharge chamber. This washer-shaped electrode was
in space as they are in the ground test, and as stated earlier positioned just downstream of the thruster back-plate and
It also assumes that the rate at which mass is removed from covered the ring magnet placed there. Finally, a ring of
the accelerator grid is a constant. covered the ring magnet placed there. Finally, a ring ofthe accelerator grid is a constant. Alnico-8 magnets was added just outside the anode poleTo test the validity of this model the accelerator gridTo test the validity of this model the accelerator grid piece as indicated in the figure. This ring of magnets, along
test-to-failure was executed. One of the primary objectives with the anode pol in te i were maintained at cathode
of this test was to determine the accelerator grid erosion potential throughout the test.
pattern as the grid approached structural failure.

3
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Accelerator System two representative samples of the short term variation in
accelerator grid current with time. The average accelerator

The accelerator system used in the test-to-failure was grid current was determined by integrating under these
originally fabricated for one of the 30-cm, J-Series thrusters curves and dividing by the period. The average value
built in the late 1970s. The grids are nominally 0.381 mm determined in this manner was 35 mA.
thick. The screen grid and accelerator grid apertures are The high voltage recycle rate as a function of time and
1.91 and 1.14 mm in diameter respectively. The accelerator the cumulative number of recycles are given in Fig. 9.
system had an unknown amount of operating time on it prior These data clearly indicate that for most of the test the
to this test. The initial conditions of the accelerator grid are recycle rate was considerably higher than that of other long
shown in Fig. 4. The normal pits & grooves pattern is duration tests.2 , 7 , 8  It is tempting to attribute the high
visible in all three of these photographs. At mid-radius the recycle rate to the rapid accelerator grid erosion experienced
grooves appear as little more than a discoloration of the during this test, but this is by no means a certainty.
surface. The pits at the center of the grid were estimated by However, complete penetration of the accelerator grid
inspection to be a only small fraction of the grid thickness. webbing in the "pits" at the center region of the grid
The exact amount of material removed from the accelerator occurred in less than 145 hours of operation. Once
grid as a result of testing performed prior to the test-to- penetration of the grid has occurred continued erosion of the
failure is unknown, accelerator grid can result in the deposition of accelerator

grid material on the screen grid. This added material can
Results and Discussion . then cause an increase in the recycle rate by serving as

locations for the initiation of grid-to-grid arcing.
Operating Characteristics Although the recycle rate was very high, the total

number of recycles experienced during this relatively short
For operation at a beam current of 2.8 A with krypton test may be comparable to that experienced by a thruster

propellant, the perveance was determined in the manner operated for 10,000 hours with a "normal" (i.e. much lower)
shown in Fig. 5. The perveance limit is approximately 1100 recycle rate. Thus, the effect of recycling (if any) on the
V, which is consistent with a beam flatness parameter of accelerator grid erosion may have been fortuitously
0.55 (for a grid gap of 0.61 mm). The test-to-failure was accounted for in this accelerated test.
performed with an accelerator grid voltage of -500 V. The After 145 hours of operation a grid-to-grid short
large negative voltage was used to artificially accelerate the developed. The test was stopped and the grids were
accelerator grid erosion. The screen grid voltage was removed from the thruster body. A substantial number of
maintained at 1050 V through out most of the test resulting metallic (steel) flakes were found in the discharge chamber.
in a total voltage of 1550 V. This is well away from the This material was sputtered from the anode pole piece and
perveance limit of the accelerator system and was done to resulted from operation at a discharge voltage of 42 to 43
minimize direct ion impingement on the accelerator grid. volts. Tantalum foil was spot welded over the anode pole

The operating parameters as a function of time are piece assembly and no further difficulties with discharge
given in Fig. 6 for the test-to-failure. The nominal chamber flake formation were encountered in the test. Since
operating conditions are summarized in Table 1. it was believed that the grid short was caused by a flake of
Significantly, there was no long term variation in the material from the discharge chamber and not a result of
average value of the accelerator grid current over the course accelerator grid erosion, the short was cleared by blowing
of this test as indicated in Fig. 6. Of equal significance, compressed dry nitrogen between the grids. This cleared the
these data indicate that there appeared to be no substantial short without necessitating the disassembly of the
changes in any of the key performance parameters: beam accelerator system. This opportunity was also taken to
current, discharge voltage, propellant flow rates, and photograph the accelerator grid and to weigh the entire
coupling voltage. This is remarkable in view of the accelerator assembly. These photographs were taken at the
substantial amount of erosion sustained by the accelerator center and mid-radius and are shown in Fig. 10.
grid as will be shown later.

The vacuum chamber pressure varied cyclically between Failure Mechanism
6.7 and 8.0 x 10- 3 Pa [air] (5 and 6x10' 5 torr) with a
period of approximately 9 minutes throughout the test. The The test was terminated after 633 hours of operation
reason for this variation is not known. For the conditions of when a permanent grid-to-grid short developed. At this
this test the accelerator grid current had a sensitivity to tank point the thruster was removed from the vacuum system and
pressure of 12.7 mA/10-5 torr as indicated in Fig. 7. This partially disassembled. The source of the short was traced to
resulted in the cyclic variation in the accelerator grid current flaking of material sputter-deposited on the screen grid from
shown in Fig. 8. The two sets of data in this figure provide the accelerator grid which then shorted the grids. The

4
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location of this sputter-deposited material was a surprise. eroded through. On the side of the grid aperture opposite of
Inspection of the accelerator grid revealed a circular trench this location a substantial amount of grid webbing still exists
eroded completely through the accelerator grid at a location in the groove indicating a strongly asymmetric erosion
approximately 8 mm outside of the outermost ring of holes; pattern around this accelerator grid hole.
a location which is just inside of the ID of the accelerator The screen and accelerator grids were weighed
grid stiffening ring. This trench extended over almost two individually and as an assembly before and after the test and
thirds of the circumference as indicated in Figs. 11 & 12, also at run hour 145 (assembly only). The results of these
and threatened to sever the accelerator grid from its measurements are given in Table 2. These data indicate that
stiffening ring. A close-up of the eroded trench is given in the screen grid gained a total of 7.4 g and the accelerator
Fig. 13. grid lost 42.7 g over the course of the test. The increase in

The time at which this trench completely penetrated the the mass of the screen grid is believed to be the result of the
accelerator grid is unknown since such penetration could not deposition of material sputtered from the accelerator grid by
easily be detected from outside of the vacuum system and charge-exchange ions. Witness slides positioned near the
since the authors did not know to look for substantial engine recorded a deposition rate of stainless steel from the
erosion in this location. Once the trench eroded through the vacuum facility of approximately 20 gim/khr. For the total
grid, further erosion resulted in the deposition of sputtered duration of 633 hours this would result in the deposition of
material on the screen grid. It is this material which approximately 13 ipm of stainless steel on the accelerator
subsequently separated from the screen grid and shorted the system. Note that the vast majority of the material deposits
grids together. An example of sputter-deposited material are stainless steel even though the target material is carbon
beginning to flake off from the screen grid at this location is (in the form of grafoil). The stainless steel is believed to be
shown in Fig. 13. sputtered from the sides of the vacuum chamber by

Although this flaking phenomena was the failure divergent beam ions. This stainless steel is removed by the
mechanism for this test, the center region of the accelerator charge-exchange ions in the "pits & grooves" erosion sites,
grid was very close to structural failure as will be shown in but deposits of stainless steel can be found at the outer radii
the following section. Significantly, however, the actual of the accelerator grid in the regions of the grid webbing
failure mechanism was completely unexpected. It is likely surrounding each hole where little erosion takes place. The
that this failure mechanism is an artifact of operation at the upper limit for the mass of stainless steel deposited on the
elevated tank pressure used in this test to accelerate the periphery of the accelerator system is estimated to be no
erosion process, although this is not a certainty. A similar more than I or 2 grams. The mass of stainless steel
groove erosion pattern was noted in a 15,000 hour test deposited over the active accelerator grid area, but not in the
performed with mercury propellant at a much lower pits & grooves pattern, is estimated to be less than 1 g.
background pressure, but the total amount of trench erosion After 145 hours of operation the total accelerator system
in this case was considerably less than in the present test. had lost 8.5 g. Since the photographs in Fig. 10 indicate
One of the key values in performing a test-to-failure such as that the charge-exchange pits had only just begun to
the one described in this paper is that it may uncover penetrate the grid it is believed that there was very little
unknown failure mechanisms. In performing probabilistic accelerator grid material deposited on the screen grid at this
failure analyses of the type described in Ref. [3], neglecting time. Therefore, if we neglect the erosion of the screen grid
to include a key failure mechanism can lead to potentially by the discharge chamber plasma and attribute all of the 8.5
disastrous results by giving one an overly optimistic g mass change to erosion of the accelerator grid, then we get
estimation of the thruster reliability, a maximum accelerator grid erosion rate of 58.6 g/khr over

the first 145 hours. The 42.7 g of accelerator grid erosion
Post-Test Accelerator Grid Analyses experience over the entire test results in an average

accelerator grid erosion rate of 67.9 g/khr. Since the
The view of the accelerator grid given in Fig. 12 shows accelerator grid voltage and impingement current were

that the charge-exchange pits had penetrated the grid out to constant over the test, this suggests that the material
a radial position within 11 holes of the edge of the active removal rate may be a function of the grid webbing
grid area. Close-up, post-test photographs of the accelerator geometry which changes as the grid wears. If this is the
grid are given in Fig. 14. These photographs document the case, it suggests that assuming the mass loss rate obtained
extensive erosion sustained by the grid. At the center region from a relatively short term test is constant will result in an
of the grid the charge-exchange pits have grown in the optimistic calculation of accelerator grid life.
directions along the grooves to the point where only small The SEM photograph of the upstream side of the
bridges connect the uneroded regions of the grid webbing accelerator grid given in Fig. 16 indicates chamfering of the
and keep the grid from falling apart. The photograph in through-pits. This chamfering is presumably created by
Fig. 15 shows a location where one of these bridges was

5
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charge-exchange ions which have passed through the eroded misleading to the extent that they can imply a longer grid

holes and then are attracted back to the upstream side of the life than would actually be achieved in space unless this

accelerator grid. This chamfering of the accelerator grid is erosion profile broadening effect is correctly taken into
not accounted for in the model represented by En. (3), which account.
suggests that the predictions of this model may be The cumulative mass loss as a function of radial

conservative, position is given in Fig. 17. This figure indicates that half
of the mass loss occurred over the central region of the grid

Mass Loss Distribution out to a radius of 89 mm. In contrast, for the accelerator
grid from the Ref. [2] test half of the grid erosion occurred

The distribution in mass loss as a function of radial over the central region out to a radius of 60 mm, and for the

position was determined by cutting the grid into 7 concentric test of Ref. [Rawlin-1988] half of the mass loss occurred

rings. The electric discharge machining process used to over the inner 75 mm of the grid.4 These three tests were

make these cuts has a cut width of approximately 0.3 mm. performed on three different discharge chambers and with

Each ring was then weighed. The results of these two different propellants so it is difficult to concretely
measurements are given in Table 3. The column labeled establish the reason for these differences. Again, it is

"Calculated Mass When New" in this table was determined unlikely that the beam flatness parameter was significantly
by calculating the grid mass of the grid webbing area when greater in the present test than for either of the other two
the grid was new based on the measured grid thickness of tests. 2 ,4

360 microns, and assuming this thickness is uniform over Integrating the mass loss profile in Fig. 16 results in a

the grid. The thickness of the accelerator grid was measured total estimated mass loss from the accelerator grid's pristine

after the test at the location of the grid covered by the condition of 62 g. The mass change determined by direct

accelerator grid stiffening ring. It is extremely unlikely that measurement before and after the test-to-failure was only
any erosion or deposition has taken place at this location. 42.7 g. Adjusting this mass by approximately 1 g to account
Corrections for the EDM cut widths in the determination of for the stainless steel deposits outside of the active grid area

the "as new" webbing mass were included. The mass loss suggests that the accelerator grid mass change over the 633

for each ring is then given by the difference between the hour test should be about 44 g. This leaves 18 g
"Calculated Mass When New" and the measured mass. unaccounted for (the difference between 62 and 44 g). Most
Dividing these mass loss values by the spherical surface area of this difference can probably be attributed to the initial

of each ring gives the mass loss per unit area (g/cm2 ) which erosion on the grid prior to the test-to-failure. It is unlikely,
is plotted in Fig. 17. however, that all of it could be attributed to the initial

The mass loss distribution of Fig. 17 has a flatness condition. The integrated mass loss value of 62 g depends
parameter (ratio of average to maximum mass loss per unit on the initial thickness of the accelerator grid, as well as the

area) of approximately 0.71. The beam current flatness density of the grid material. The lack of knowledge of the
parameter was not measured for this engine configuration, initial thickness and its uniformity introduces an

but it is unlikely that it is a large as 0.71. As mentioned uncertainty of a few grams in the determination of the

above, the perveance data for the accelerator system is integrated mass loss. The grid was fabricated from arc cast
consistent with a beam flatness parameter of 0.55. It is molybdenum, so it is likely that the density of molybdenum
believed that the flatness parameter for the mass loss is close to its maximum value (a quick check of the grid

distribution may be larger than the beam flatness parameter material density was performed and verified this to be the
as a result of operation in a vacuum facility with a non-zero case). Because the test-to-failure test did not begin with an

background pressure. Monheiser and Wilbur 10 suggest that accelerator grid in pristine condition, the integrated mass
with finite vacuum chamber pressures, charge-exchange loss value of 62 g is believed to be a more accurate
ions created far downstream of the engine may still reach representation of the mass loss to structural failure (starting
the accelerator grid. Furthermore, they argue that the from a new condition) than the -44 g measured mass
fraction of these ions which reach the accelerator grid is a change.
function only of the view factor back to the-engine. Even if -Using Eq. (3) to calculate the expected grid mass loss at
this model is only qualitatively correct it suggests that structural failure results in a value of 63.5 g, where the
charge-exchange ions created near the centerline of the following values were used: rb = 142.5 mm, to = 360 pm,
thruster far downstream of the accelerator grid may strike a = 0.5, *a = 0.24, andfa = 0.71. The value of 0.71 for
the accelerator grid at a locations other than near the the flatness parameter was determined by the mass loss
centerline, thus broadening the radial erosion profile. As a profile in Fig. 17. This is the correct value to use in Eq. (3),
result it is expected that only in space will the mass removal but it is something that can't currently be determined a
profile be the same as the beam current density profile. priori for ground based tests. As mentioned above, however,
Furthermore, this effect implies that ground tests may be
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for in-space operation, the beam current flatness parameter shown in Fig. 21. Such protruding structures can distort the
should accurately represent the radial mass loss flatness ion beamlet and may result in asymmetric erosion of the
parameter. bridges.

In the accelerator grid erosion model given by Eq. (3) it
Erosion Pattern is assumed that the erosion pattern remains within the

original pits & grooves pattern which is established after
The eroded area fraction on the accelerator grid was relatively short test durations. As the pits erode completely

calculated from measurements taken from photographs of through the grid the ions which used to strike the grid at this
the grid at different locations after 145 and 633 hours of location must now strike the grid somewhere else (in order
operation. These measurements, given in Table 4, indicate for the accelerator grid current to remain unchanged as seen
an eroded area fraction of approximately 0.5. Remarkably, in Fig. 6). Some of these ion pass through the newly formed
these data indicate that the eroded area fraction does not holes and get turned around by the electric field between the
appear to be a function of radial position or run time, which screen and accelerator grids and strike the accelerator grid
is consistent with the model represented by Eq. (3). The on the upstream side forming the chamfers shown in Fig.
difference between the eroded area fraction of 0.50 measured 16. The chamfers do not, however, represent a substantial
at the center of the grid after 145 hours and the value of 0.48 amount of erosion compared to the enormous pits which
measured at the same location after 633 hours is an grow in the direction of the bridges. This suggests that after
indication of the uncertainty in the procedure used to the pits initially wear through the grid the newly formed
determine these values, holes distort the local electric fields sufficiently to result in

The eroded area fractions from three other accelerator the redirection of the charge-exchange ions onto the
grids run for extended periods of time are given in Table 5 remaining grid webbing in the grooves. As the pits grow
and compared to that obtained for the test-to-failure. These along the grooves in the direction of the bridges, the
data indicate no clear correlation of eroded area fraction remaining surface area of grid material in the pits & grooves
with any of the parameters listed in the table. The eroded pattern decreases causing the local ion current density to
area fraction from the test-to-failure is not outside the range increase. This suggests that the erosion rate of the bridge
of values given by these other tests. should increase as a function of the local amount of grid

The grid rings described earlier were cut approximately erosion. That is, when most of the pits & grooves erosion
along radial lines in order to measure the thickness of the pattern has been eroded though and only a small bridge
webbing as a function of radial position. These remains, the rate at which the thickness of the bridge
measurements were made using a scanning electron decreases should be higher than when the grid was relatively
microscope. At each radial location the maximum grid new and no through pits had yet formed. This should be the
webbing thicknesses were measured in the eroded and case even though the accelerator grid current is constant.
"uneroded" regions of the grid. The maximum grid The bridge erosion depth data as a function of diameter
thickness in the eroded region corresponds to the thickness in Fig. 21 can be used to test this hypothesis. The data of
of the "bridge" which supports the grid near structural Fig. 21 were all obtained after the same amount of operating
failure as identified in Fig. 19. The webbing and bridge time (633 hours), thus a bridge erosion rate could be
thickness measurements as a function of grid diameter are obtained by simply dividing these data by the run time. This
given in Fig. 20. The webbing data suggest a slight procedure, however, neglects the radial variation in ion
thinning of the accelerator grid may have occurred at the current density. This effect can be removed by dividing the
inner radii. The bridge thickness decreases rapidly as the bridge erosion depth profile by the mass loss profile from
center of the grid is approached. The difference the bridge Fig. 17. Multiplying the resulting quantity by the density of
thickness and an assumed value for the original accelerator molybdenum yields a parameter that represents the fraction
grid webbing thickness of 360 pm gives the bridge erosion of the local eroded mass per unit area which occurs in the
depth which is plotted in Fig. 21 as a function of diameter. bridge region. Plotting these values as a function of the
The data in Figs. 20 and 21 appear to exhibit more scatter as local mass loss (in g/cm 2 ) gives the results shown in Fig.
the center of the grid is approached. This is believed to 23: If the linear bridge erosion rate were constant with time,
representative of the actual grid geometry and not an artifact then these data should all fall on a horizontal line. That is,
of the measurement technique. A possible explanation for a constant linear bridge erosion rate with time, implies that
this may be tied to the fact that the center region of the the fraction of the erosion that occurs at the bridge region is
accelerator grid has experienced the greatest mass removal, constant since the total erosion rate (i.e. ion flux) is
At this location substantial quantities of molybdenum have constant. Clearly this is not the case and the data in Fig. 23
been deposited on the accelerator grid. These deposits can indicate that as the grid wears, a larger and larger fraction
form structures which protrude into the screen grid hole as of the eroded mass comes from the bridge region.
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Beamlet Distortion Conclusions

The deposition of substantial amounts of material on the The following conclusions are based on the test-to-
screen grid can have adverse effects beyond the potential to failure described in this paper. The first failure mechanism
produce flakes which can potentially short the grids together for the accelerator is probably grid shorting due to flaking of
as discussed earlier. This material can also project into the accelerator grid material sputter deposited on the screen
screen grid hole as was shown in Fig. 22, and potentially grid. The second failure mechanism is probably loss of
distort the shape of the ion beamlet. The beamlet distortion electron backstreaming standoff capability as a result of
may be sufficient to result in direct ion impingement on the large grid geometry changes, possibly due to changes in the
accelerator grid. Five damaged locations on the accelerator beamlet focusing as a result of accelerator grid material
grid (visible in Fig. 12) are believed to be due to this effect, sputter deposited on the screen grid. Third failure
Erosion of the accelerator grid webbing by direct ion mechanism is probably structural failure. The accelerator
impingement may result in the formation of a large hole in grid charge exchange erosion remains largely within the
the grid which, in turn, may impair the grid's ability to initial pits & grooves erosion pattern even when most of this
prevent electron backstreaming. This failure mechanism material is removed. The erosion rate at the location of the
could potentially occur before the grid fails structurally. "bridges" on the accelerator grid increases with time.

Operation at finite vacuum chamber pressures increases the
Implications for Accelerator Grid Life flatness of the accelerator grid mass loss profile relative to

that which would be expected in space. Finally, the key
The data from the test-to-failure indicate the time to parameters in determining the accelerator grid life at a given

structural failure of the accelerator grid by charge-exchange applied voltage are the accelerator-to-beam current ratio, the
ion erosion is considerably less than calculations based on a eroded area fraction, and the radial mass loss profile.
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Table 1 Nominal Operating Parameter for the Test-to-Failure

Parameter Value

Beam Current 2.8 A
Screen Grid Voltage 1050 V
Average Accelerator Grid Current 35 mA
Accelerator Grid Voltage -500 V
Discharge Current 10.8 A
Discharge Voltage 43 V
Coupling Voltage -20 V
Main Flow Rate 35 sccm
Cathode Flow Rate 7 seem
Neutralizer Flow Rate 5.8 seem
Tank Pressure Corrected for Krypton 3.5 to 4.1xl0- 3 Pa

Table 2 Grid Masses

Total
Date Accumulated Screen Grid Accelerator Accelerator

Run Time Mass Grid Mass System Mass
(hours) (g) (g) (g)

10/23/92 0 1725.1 702.5 2428.4
12/9/92 145 ----- ----- 2419.9
1/15/93 633 1732.5 659.8 2392.8

Net Change ------ +7.4 -42.7 -35.6

Table 3 Accelerator Grid Mass Loss Distribution

Ring Inner Outer Mass after 633 Calculated Estimated Mass
Number Radius Radius hours Mass When Loss Per Unit

(mm) (mm) (g) New (g) Area (g/cm2 )

1 0 12.7 0.6939 1.409 0.141
2 13.0 38.1 5.8422 11.290 0.133
3 38.4 63.5 11.8252 22.679 0.131
4 63.8 88.9 18.844 34.200 0.123
5 89.2 114.3 28.55 46.033 0.104
6 114.6 139.4 43.8 57.584 0.064
7 139.7 N/A 548.2* ------- N/A

*Includes accelerator grid stiffening ring.
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Table 4 Eroded Area Fraction for the Test-to-Failure

Location Total Run Time Eroded Area Fraction
(hours) a

Center 145 0.50
Center 633 0.48

Mid-radius 633 0.50
Edge 633 0.49

Table 5 Comparison of 2-Grid, Long Duration Tests

Parameter Test-to- LeRC 900-hr LeRC 500-hr Thruster J1
Failure Test at 5.5 kW Test at 10 kW

Ref. [2] Ref. [7] Ref. [1]
Propellant Kr Xe Hg, Xe Hg, Xe
Tank Pressure (Pa) 3.5 to 4.1 1.7 x 10- 3  1.9 x 10-3  8.7 x 10- 5

x 10-3 (Xe) (Hg)
Accel. Grid Voltage (V) -500 -330 -500 -308
Accel. Grid Current (mA) 35 17.4 47 5
Duration (hrs) 633 960 567 (Xe) -6200 (Hg)

5300 (Hg) -200 (Xe)
Accel. Grid Hole Dia. 1.14 1.14 1.52 1.14
(mm)
Center-to-Center Hole 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21
Spacing (mm)
Eroded Area Fraction 0.50 0.40 0.54 0.46
Groove Width (mm) 0.47 0.37 0.37 0.43
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Fig. 3b Configuration of the discharge chamber for
the test-to-failure.
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Fig. 2 Characteristic "pits & grooves" charge-
exchange erosion pattern on the downstream side of the
accelerator grid.
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Fig. 5 Perveance determination for a beam current of
2.8 A (krypton).
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Fig. 4 Condition of the dowstream surface of the
accelerator grid prior to the test-to-failure.
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Fig. 11 Post test condition of the accelerator grid Accelerator grid, pstream side

showing the trench eroded outside of the hole pattern
and extending from approximately 2 o'clock to 9
o'clock.

Accelerator grid, downstream side

Fig. 12 Closer view of the accelerator grid showing
several damaged regions.

Screen grid, downstream side

Fig. 13 Trench erosion on the accelerator grid and
material deposits on the screen grid.
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Fig. 14 Accelerator grid post-test conditions.
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Fig. 18 Accelerator grid cumulative mass loss profile.

Fig. 16 SEM photograph showing the chamfering on
the upstream side of the accelerator grid.
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Fig. 19 Cross section of accelerator grid webbing
illustrating the locations of the bridge and webbing
thickness measurements.
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Fig. 21 Bridge erosion depth assuming an initial grid takes place at the bridge location to the average local
thickness of 360 microns. - erosion increases as the average local erosion increases.




